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TECH REVIEW

Baker Drivetrain’s New Hi-Power Parts
V-twin motorcycles have grown-up. 
There are now motors with 140 (or more) 
foot-pounds of torque powering bikes with 
a 300-series rear tire; you put these two 
items together in the same frame and it 
equals lots of broken parts in-between!

This story line did not sit well with Bert 
Baker, so he did something about it. Actu-
ally he did three things about it: the Torque 
Box transmission; the Function-Formed  
Primary; and the King Kong Klutch. These 
three assemblies can handle anything that 
a hopped-up V-twin can produce.

The Torque Box transmission is avail-
able with a 5- or 6-speed gear set in right- 
or left-side drive configurations. The gear 
train is twice as thick as stock, with the 
mainshaft and countershaft mounted far-
ther apart. These changes allow the Torque 
Box to be able to handle 250 foot-pounds 
of torque in a continuous duty rating. Even 
the case is “super-duty.” It starts as a 95-
pound block of aluminum that a CNC ma-
chine whittles down to 17 pounds. The 
2-inch diameter shift drum uses less effort 
and has a linear, (N-1-2-3-4-5-6), shift  
pattern. This eliminates the false neutral 
problem that can happen with big motors.

The Torque Box uses a #530 chain to con-
nect to the rear wheel. The transmission 
uses the 1985-1999 Softail 5-speed mount-
ing pad footprint.

The transmission comes equipped with a 
neutral switch and an ignition kill switch, for 
high rpm race shifting.

The right end has the hydraulically actuated 
clutch cover and bearing housing. Compare 
this cover to that of a stock transmission’s 
trap door.

The case has mounting provisions for a 
magnetic speedo sensor.

The Function Formed Primary is designed 
to complement the Torque Box tranny.

Along with its super strength, it has smooth 
lines.

The inner primary housing has the same 
mounting bolt locations as the 1984-1999 
Softail.
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The Function-Formed Primary is de-
signed for Softail frame spacing. This wet 
primary gets strength in a billet-forged 
design. It can be ordered with custom fin-
ishes in black anodized, raw aluminum, 
chrome, or polished. It's sleek design  
features a window on the side, giving the 
primary a unique belt drive look, yet re-
taining all of the advantages of a wet pri-
mary system. It can be used with a stock 
clutch, or the new King Kong Klutch.

Finally we have the King Kong Klutch, 
which has been in development for the 
past 3 years. The torque capacity of a 
clutch is dictated by the diameter and the 
number of clutch plates. This clutch uses 
the largest diameter clutch plates that will 
fit inside the starter ring gear’s minor  
diameter. Bert found the biggest ones in a 
Cadillac 5-speed automatic tranny, so he 
designed the clutch around 20 of those 
massive plates. The King Kong Klutch has 
the highest torque capacity of any wet  
clutch. It is designed to fit most 1990 to 
2006 Big Twin models (except 2006 
Dyna). The clutch can be ordered with 35-, 
36-, 37-, or 38-tooth driven sprockets. 

—John Sullivan

Baker Drivetrain
877-640-2004
www.bakerdrivetrain.com

Baker uses a single pivot tension shoe to 
take up the slack in the primary chain. The 
shoe’s adjusting stud is accessible from the 
outside of the primary housing.

The primary’s three covers are o-ring 

The chain inspection cover is contoured to 
fit flush to the outer primary cover.

The King Kong Klutch looks the part; it completely fills the primary housing.

The primary kit includes a starter pinion gear, 
all mounting hardware and instruction manu-

For superior strength, the clutch uses a 
one-piece basket/starter ring gear.

The basket, bearing hub and output hub are 
all machined from either aircraft grade alu-
minum or steel; no stampings are used.

The 20 heavy-duty, single-sided friction 
plates balance internal temperature and 
heat dissipation.

The clutch’s outside bearing support spider is designed to mate into the inner bearing race 
on the clutch adjustment cover on the Baker Function-Formed Primary.


